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Creating a delightful experience at every stage of the customer 
journey, while reaching the objectives of stakeholder departments

In a world where technology is advancing rapidly, and competitors 

can easily replicate your products, the key to winning and retaining 

customers is no longer just about having the best software. 

The real differentiator today is customer experience—and the 

companies that offer an engaging post-sale journey are the ones 

that retain more users, and ultimately, win the market. 

Carlos Gonzalez, Vice President of 

CS Operations, and Nick Venturella, 

Customer Success Operations Manager 

at Ceridian—a leading human capital 

management software provider—have 

mastered this approach.

In March 2013, Ceridian launched an 

advocate community (powered by 

Influitive’s AdvocateHub) to continuously 

engage their Dayforce payroll platform 

users who were NPS Promoters after 

onboarding. 

Carlos named the program “Ceridian XOXO,” to emphasize the love 

Ceridian has for their customers’ success. 

The program had one primary goal: to empower top customers—

helping them shine and grow professionally. 

GOAL:

A look inside the XOXO community

Carlos and Nick at Advocamp 
2017, posing with a friendly 

bear after their BAMMIES win
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The XOXO program offered customers educational resources, 

recognition for their successes, and networking opportunities (both 

with their peers and with the Ceridian team). 

In exchange for those opportunities, XOXO community members 

helped Ceridian educate the Human Capital Management (HCM) 

industry about business outcomes Dayforce could provide. 

Ceridian encouraged customers to share their Human Capital 

Management success and thought leadership stories with their 

peers by:

• Acting as references

• Being featured in case studies 

• Writing reviews about Ceridian’s Dayforce platform

• Submitting referrals 

“When we launched the program, we wanted it to make customers 

feel like it was a good career decision to go with Ceridian,” says 

Carlos. “You can get your checks done by a lot of companies, but 

with Ceridian you get your checks done, and you become a payroll 

star in the grocery industry, or in Chicago, or even within your own 

company.”

Expanding the Ceridian XOXO community
The Ceridian team quickly realized that the community shouldn’t be 

restricted to just their biggest customer advocates. They felt that 

inviting more customers could help deliver value to all Dayforce 

users at scale. Plus, they knew the program could help turn newbie 

customers into vocal advocates for Ceridian in the long run. 

In January 2015, Ceridian customers, regardless of NPS survey score, 

were invited to join the XOXO community. The Ceridian team also 

made joining the program part of the standard Dayforce onboarding 

process. 

Then in February 2017, Ceridian expanded the program once again—

they began inviting customers not only of all satisfaction levels, but 

also customers of all organizational sizes. This strategy meant every 

single Dayforce customer was invited into the XOXO program.

Now, the team is able to impact every customer's journey—from 

launch day all the way to contract renewal—by giving them access to: 

• A community of like-minded professionals 

• Exclusive resources 

• Professional development opportunities 

As a result, active XOXO community members now have (on 

average) an NPS 25 points higher than customers who aren’t 

engaged. And, the score increases the longer advocates have been 

in the program.

Want to learn the secret to Ceridian’s customer experience success? 

In this story, we’ll reveal exactly how Ceridian enticed 5800+ 

customers to participate in the XOXO community, and the value 

the program has driven across the organization—from infusing the 

customer voice in marketing collateral, to influencing product 

decisions, to fueling sales pipeline and retention.
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Here are the strategies Ceridian XOXO used to nurture and grow 

an outstanding advocate community that delivers a second-to-none 

customer experience for all of its users.

1. Set goals to define success for Ceridian and its 
customers 

Through the XOXO community, Ceridian aimed to move the needle 

on several important initiatives. They committed to: 

1. Creating a top-notch customer experience that turns 

customers into vocal advocates who are happy to stay with 

Ceridian long-term

2. Mobilizing customers to vouch for the brand by discussing 

their successes in marketing collateral and during sales 

opportunities

3. Reducing the burden on support by facilitating customer 

networking opportunities to increase peer-to-peer problem-

solving

4. Creating a sense of community, and maximizing the value 

STRATEGY:

Mixing personalization and automation 
to guide each customer’s journey

attendees got out of INSIGHTS, Ceridian’s annual user 

conference

5. Sourcing customer feedback to help the product 

development team iterate quickly and strategically on new 

features

To accomplish these goals, the Ceridian team thought carefully about 

which motivational drivers would influence customers the most to 

participate in the program. 

So, in addition to setting goals for the results they wanted to drive, 

the Ceridian team set guidelines for what benefits they wanted to 

offer their XOXO community members to ensure they would be 

happy to participate, and wouldn’t feel burned out. 

The team committed to making sure every opportunity appealed to 

at least one of these motivational drivers: 

• Peer recognition and social capital (e.g., receiving accolades or 

praise from the Ceridian team and their industry colleagues)
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To solve this issue, Ceridian decided to make the first thing with 

which new XOXO program members interact be a “Dayforce 

Success Orientation Experience.” The goal is to engage new 

advocate community members and feed them resources to make the 

waiting period feel exciting, productive, and even build a sense of 

anticipation.

“Rather than have customers sit around twiddling their thumbs, we 

wanted to take advantage of the time to make sure advocates hit the 

ground running,” says Carlos.

The Dayforce Success Orientation Experience features:

• Educational resources that help customers to get acquainted with 

XOXO

• A series of videos from current customers explaining what you 

should know before you start onboarding

• Dayforce product tutorials

Once advocates complete all Dayforce Success Orientation 

Challenges, they’ll receive an Orientation Graduation badge that they 

can show off on their profile.

“Customers who may have been challenged with the project initially 

because of the comprehensive nature of Dayforce will go through 

the Experience and turn into happy advocates,” says Nick. “And it’s 

all because they realize that we truly are their partner and we're on 

their side.”

• Elite affiliation to a group (e.g., being treated like a VIP member 

of the community)

• A sense of purpose (e.g., helping peers by answering questions)

• HCM mastery (e.g., gaining new skills through educational 

resources)

• A platform to share thought leadership (e.g., being put in the 

spotlight on a blog or at an event)

2. Start customers 
off on the right foot 
with a captivating 
onboarding 
Experience

After signing a contract, 

customers are immediately 

invited to XOXO by email.

Dayforce customers 

often have some lag time 

between signing their 

contract and activating 

the SaaS solution. That’s 

because demand for 

Dayforce occasionally 

outstrips Ceridian’s 

onboarding resources. 
The Dayforce Success Orientation 

Experience in XOXO
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“Through XOXO, our customers can ask someone in the industry to 

discuss best practices around scheduling and grocery, and about 

maximizing margins on bananas. And that makes them say ‘Wow, I 

can? That's awesome.’”

Savvy XOXO community members also work with the support team 

to create content assets that lessen the support burden.

“The results have been huge. The support team's ticket volume 

goes down dramatically as customer-to-customer support 

increases,” says Carlos.

4. Personalize the customer journey with feedback 
and health score data

The Ceridian team knows that stellar customer experience means 

very different things to different customers. Since their program 

encompasses all Dayforce customers, they personalize the content 

and opportunities customers see.

They segment opportunities based on feedback they collect via 

the program (including NPS scores) and health score data from 

Gainsight, a Customer Success Management platform. 

XOXO prompts members to specify the kinds of advocacy activities 

they would like to participate in through informative nurturing 

activities. While some customers like being put in the spotlight 

through webinars and speaking opportunities, others prefer 

6I N F L U I T I V E . C O M

3. Connect customers 
to minimize the 
burden on Support, 
and enhance vertical-
specific learning

The Ceridian team plays 

matchmaker between 

customers through formal 

mentorship and networking 

programs facilitated entirely 

through XOXO.

These programs have 

massively reduced the 

volume of support tickets 

the Support team has to 

handle. With a cost of over 

$200 per ticket, there are 

significant cost aversions 

realized with this strategy. The other benefit of these peer-to-

peer match-ups is that peers can offer expertise that gives each 

customer exactly what they need to succeed in their industry.

“A lot of our customers will say ‘Yeah Ceridian knows software but 

they don't know the grocery industry like a grocer does,’” says 

Carlos. 

The XOXOMatch Experience in XOXO
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connecting behind-the-

scenes via 1:1 reference calls 

or sharing product feedback 

directly with the Ceridian 

team in case studies.

This segmentation strategy 

has allowed them to build 

“benches” of customers who 

are ready and eager to take 

advantage of specific types 

of opportunities. 

“Our Customer Success 

department now has an 

inventory of customers they 

can call upon at a moment’s 

notice for specific activities,” 

says Nick. 

By personalizing their members’ experience, Ceridian was able to 

bring in over 200 advocates for user acceptance testing in a two-

month period. 

Ceridian also automates the content members see based on their 

health score using an integration with Gainsight. For example, 

members with a low health score will be asked if they’d like to sign 

up for mentorship or give feedback on their experience. This way, 

they can get the support they need to succeed. 

Conversely, those with high health scores will be presented with 

opportunities to be mentors themselves and pass on their wisdom 

while making new professional connections. Customer activity in 

the XOXO program can also influence customer health scores. 

High NPS survey respondents will also be targeted with more 

thought leadership opportunities like sharing their success and 

expertise with press, in social media conversations, or by being 

featured in marketing collateral. 

“We ask customers to re-score us on NPS every quarter. Once 

they're an eight, we'll open them up to maybe sharing some of 

their thought leadership. Once Ceridian has earned a 9 or 10, 

we'll present opportunities to network and share their experience 

publicly,” says Carlos.

5. Give customers “exclusive sneak peeks” at product 
releases to source valuable customer feedback

At the end of their product release cycles, XOXO provides 

opportunities for customers to test new products and perform User 

Acceptance Testing. 

The XOXO team positions the opportunity as an “exclusive sneak 

peek” to pique customer curiosity and establish a sense of 

exclusivity and ownership of the next generation product. 

Meanwhile, the Ceridian team is getting valuable product feedback 

right from the mouth of the customer.

A Challenge asking customers to 
participate in a case study
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“We position the opportunity as, ‘Hey, if you want to be on the 

forefront of what's coming with Dayforce and get a sneak peek, 

you're part of that select group who gets to preview it.’ So there's 

that element of inviting them to join the cool kids club,” says Nick.

The Ceridian product team also uses XOXO to set up customer 

site visits. Ceridian Product Managers are so in tune with their 

customers that they even have a motto “NIHITO,” which means 

“Nothing Important Happens In The Office!”

The XOXO program has delivered an inventory of customers in 

every vertical who enjoy opportunities to collaborate with the 

product management team in their offices.

“Our XOXO members have had a phenomenal impact on our 

product development,” says Carlos. “Their feedback shortens our 

engineering and quality assurance cycles. It also cuts our sales 

cycles, as we’re making products that better meet the needs of our 

targeted verticals.” 

6. Educate customers on best practices

To strengthen product adoption and retention, the Ceridian team 

focuses on making sure customers stay abreast of new features 

and get the full benefit out of existing features.

The team crafted an 

educational “Dayforce - Did 

You Know?” series that 

regularly shares Dayforce 

module facts and general 

Ceridian information through 

the XOXO community. 

To keep these tips fresh 

and topical, the advocacy 

team considers time of year 

and what their advocates 

are dealing with to inspire 

content. For example, they 

provide year-end payroll 

processing guidance and 

reminders in the 4th quarter. 

“XOXO provides much 

needed information and an 

opportunity to network with peers which is invaluable.” - Ceridian 

Customer and XOXO Hub Member, HR Administration Manager 

at a Management Services Company

The ‘Did you know?’ series keeps customers 
on top of the latest news and tips
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7. Enhance the conference experience before, during, 
and after the live event

Each year, hundreds of Dayforce customers gather in Las Vegas 

to discuss the latest in Human Capital Management technology, 

thought leadership, and best practices at Ceridian’s INSIGHTS 

conference.

This live event is a major 

opportunity for Ceridian to 

make XOXO members feel 

special, and create stronger 

bonds with each other 

and the Ceridian team. To 

make the event a valuable 

experience for their XOXO 

members, Nick created the 

XOXOLive – INSIGHTS 2017 

AdvocateHub Experience. 

Its goal was to boost on- and 

off-line engagement for 

attendees before, during, and 

after the event. It launched 

one month before the event, 

and concluded three weeks 

after it ended.

The pre-event phase of XOXOLive was all about stoking excitement 

and setting customers up for an amazing week. As such, the 

Experience content included information about:

• Downloading the mobile app

• Learning about the speakers

• Nominating peers for the XOXO Awards

• Signing up for 1:1 networking sessions with peers

During the event, they used XOXO to encourage social media 

shares with the event hashtag, and even had an exclusive lounge 

for XOXO members with free chair massages.

Post-event, they sent out a survey to source feedback about what 

advocates enjoyed most about the experience, and suggestions for 

what they could improve next year. Using the feedback, they were 

The XOXOLive INSIGHTS 2017 event 
Experience

XOXO Award winners in the spotlight on the INSIGHTS conference stage
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able to capitalize on the energy and excitement of the event to get 

glowing reviews for both Dayforce and the INSIGHTS conference.

The Ceridian team did such an exemplary job leveraging 

advocates for every element of their event that they even won 

the 2017 Best Advocate Marketing Award (BAMMIE) for “Best 

Use Of Advocacy For Events.”

They facilitated 180 one-on-one customer networking meetings 

through the XOXO Hub, got 24 new references sourced from the 

event, and boosted Ceridian’s Customers’ Hub NPS by 22 points 

during the Experience.

8. Offer tailored rewards to motivate advocates to 
stay engaged 

In XOXO, customers collect points for absorbing content, replying 

to discussion threads, or taking advantage of opportunities. They 

can then redeem these points for swag like t-shirts and tote bags, 

or big-ticket prizes like passes to the INSIGHTS annual conference, 

and even hotel amenities during the conference.

One of the most popular rewards is tickets to the INSIGHTS User 

Conference, which goes to show that being part of the Ceridian 

community is often the biggest reward for advocates.

Carlos and Nick believe the real rewards of the program are 

the intangible and intrinsic personal benefits, like professional 

development opportunities. 

When the Ceridian team asked advocates why they are so active in 

the XOXO program, the most common response was professional 

networking.

Nick says that customers give responses like “I'm the CFO of a 

4,500 employee company. One of these days, I want to be the 

CFO of a 45,000 employee company, and you guys are giving me 

the ability to tout my talents as the CFO that gets HR technology.”

9. Put advocates in the spotlight—and drive pipeline 
at the same time

Ceridian Marketing makes a habit of infusing their marketing 

materials with the voices and faces of their customers. They find 

that this authenticity resonates with prospects—after all, seeing 

professionals like themselves thrive is the best social proof for 

Ceridian’s platform.

To entice advocates to talk to one another, Nick emphasizes the 

benefits of publicly sharing their success. For example, instead 

of sheepishly asking customers to become references, Spencer 
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Duncan and Alex Li, Ceridian Reference Coordinators, position 

reference calls as “reference networking conversations” where 

XOXO members can talk about their successes and network with 

others based on their professional networking preferences. 

The XOXO program has helped Ceridian source hundreds of 

advocates for testimonials, case studies, blogs, training videos, 

speaking opportunities and more. Incorporating this content into 

their marketing strategy is having a huge impact on sales. 

“We’re shortening sales cycles, and we’re increasing dollars 

influenced by having great success stories that are unique to our 

product,” says Carlos.

How An Advocate Community Became An Industry Competitive Advantage, While Averting Over $500K In Annual Support Costs  

The sales team is also thrilled at the results they’ve seen partnering 

with the XOXO Reference Networking Forum team.

Unlike a traditional reference program, XOXO nurtures and gives 

to advocates before asking them to be references. (Read all about 

Ceridian’s reference strategy in this blog.) 

“Customer stories about Dayforce business 
outcomes are key to producing our most compelling 
marketing assets. The Ceridian XOXO program is 
our partner in sourcing the right customers for our 
initiatives.” 

Kristina Cleary
CMO at Ceridian

“The value of the Ceridian Reference Program is 
two-fold. First, selling professionals can introduce 
their prospects to industry peers allowing buyers 
to validate their decision to partner with Ceridian. 
Secondly, sellers can leave sourcing and coordination 
of reference conversations up to the XOXO team so 
they can spend more time closing business.” 

Tim Battis
EVP Sales at Ceridian
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Here are some of the recent successes of the XOXO community:

• 5,800+ customers have joined and completed an activity in the 

XOXO Hub

• 356 graduates and 795 participants in the Dayforce Success 

Orientation over the last two years 

• $505,512 in averted support costs from XOXO community 

mentorship matches and discussions in 2017

• 25 points higher NPS of XOXO participants vs. non-participants 

(and the delta is greater the longer customers are active 

members in the XOXO Hub) 

• 90% of their customers said XOXO influences their decision to 

stay with Ceridian

IMPACT:

XOXO members help avert over $500,000 in support costs, 
while also influencing $189,000,000 in pipeline opportunities

Because XOXO members are so engaged and successful, they’re 

also happy to help bring in new customers. XOXO members have 

driven the following sales and marketing success metrics:

• $189,000,000 in pipeline opportunities influenced by the top 20 

XOXO reference participants in 2017 

• 832 customer advocates were sourced for the marketing 

department to use in marketing collateral in 2017, including 

speakers, case studies, blog post participants, webinar 

speakers, videos, testimonials, etc.

• Hundreds of reviews written for third party websites 

• 4,323 social media shares during the INSIGHTS conference, 

contributing to the #CeridianINSIGHTS hashtag reaching 

trending status on Twitter

• Over 7,000 comments added to LinkedIn group conversations 

by Ceridian Advocates
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READY TO START AN ADVOCATE MARKETING PROGRAM?

If you want to build an advocacy initiative on par with Ceridian's, here are a few next steps and resources to get you started. 

1. Learn. Join our interactive advocate marketing learning experience to develop your skills and feel what it’s like to be an advocate.

2. Strategize. Read the Advocate Marketing Playbook—the ultimate step-by-step guide to launching your first advocate marketing program.

3. Connect. Download our buy-in kit for material to send your team members about the need for advocate marketing across your organization.

4. Explore. Book a demo with Influitive to learn how an advocate marketing platform can help you scale customer engagement.

5. Deep-dive. Start learning about your advocate’s unique persona by choosing your industry from this list.
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The product team has also benefited from the success of XOXO. As 

Customer Advisory Boards are needed, they are staffed with XOXO 

members with special vertical market expertise. In addition, they 

have received critical insights to guide the product team. 

“There’s something in the XOXO community for everybody, 

whether you’re new to our product or a long-term advocate,” says 

Carlos. “Everyone can find resources that will help them network, 

collaborate with other customers and elevate their satisfaction.”

As HCM competitors battle to catch up with Ceridian’s Dayforce 

solution technology and capabilities, they are finding that the 

customer experience may be as important as the solution itself.

The XOXO program is creating an environment in the industry 

where savvy HCM professionals are unsure if their main 

motivation for partnering with Ceridian is the award-winning 

product technology or the award-winning XOXO program. And 

that’s a good problem to have! 

Either way, customers are the key to powering Ceridian’s rapid 

growth in the marketplace. 

“The XOXO program is an integral component in our 
Customer Success stack. Data integrated between 
Salesforce, Gainsight, Influitive’s AdvocateHub and 
ROInnovation’s ReferenceView provides us with real-
time insight into availability and customer sentiment so 
the right customers are engaged.”

Ted Malley
Chief Revenue Officer at Ceridian 
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